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Need another word that means the same as “numbers”? Find 4 synonyms and 30 related
words for “numbers” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Numbers” are: numbers game, numbers pool, numbers racket,
book of numbers

Numbers as a Noun

Definitions of "Numbers" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “numbers” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

An illegal daily lottery.
The fourth book of the Old Testament; contains a record of the number of Israelites
who followed Moses out of Egypt.
The number is used in calling a particular telephone.
A symbol used to represent a number.
One of a series published periodically.
An item of merchandise offered for sale.
The grammatical category for the forms of nouns and pronouns and verbs that are
used depending on the number of entities involved (singular or dual or plural.
A concept of quantity involving zero and units.
A clothing measurement.
A select company of people.
The property possessed by a sum or total or indefinite quantity of units or individuals.
A short theatrical performance that is part of a longer program.
A numeral or string of numerals that is used for identification.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Numbers" as a noun (4 Words)

book of numbers A collection of rules or prescribed standards on the basis of which
decisions are made.

numbers game A symbol used to represent a number.
numbers pool A select company of people.
numbers racket A numeral or string of numerals that is used for identification.
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Associations of "Numbers" (30 Words)

count Take account of.
Each answer counts as three points.

eight One of four playing cards in a deck with eight pips on the face.
eighteen Being one more than seventeen.
eighty The cardinal number that is the product of ten and eight.
eleven The cardinal number that is the sum of ten and one.
fifteen The cardinal number that is the sum of fourteen and one.
fifty Being ten more than forty.
five A playing card or a domino or a die whose upward face shows five pips.
forty The cardinal number that is the product of ten and four.

hundred A subdivision of a county or shire, having its own court.
Wantage Hundred.

https://grammartop.com/count-synonyms
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math Mathematics.
She teaches math and science.

mathematics
The abstract science of number quantity and space either as abstract
concepts pure mathematics or as applied to other disciplines such as physics
and engineering applied mathematics.
A taste for mathematics.

multiply Propagate (plants.
Researchers multiply these varieties to provide new plants for the farmers.

nineteen Being one more than eighteen.
ninety Being ten more than eighty.

numeral A word expressing a number.
He learned to write the numerals before he went to school.

numerate
Having a good basic knowledge of arithmetic; able to understand and work
with numbers.
Teachers should ensure that their pupils are literate and numerate.

numerical Of or relating to or denoting numbers.
Numerical value.

seven One of four playing cards in a deck with seven pips on the face.
seventeen Being one more than sixteen.
seventy Being ten more than sixty.
six Denoting a quantity consisting of six items or units.
sixteen The cardinal number that is the sum of fifteen and one.
sixty The cardinal number that is the product of ten and six.
ten One of four playing cards in a deck with ten pips on the face.
thirteen Being one more than twelve.
thirty Being ten more than twenty.
thousand The cardinal number that is the product of 10 and 100.

times Multiply (a number.
It was a sign of the times.

twenty Denoting a quantity consisting of 20 items or units.

https://grammartop.com/multiply-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/times-synonyms
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